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Localisation of local nonlinearities in structural dynamics using spatially incomplete measured data Xing Wang a, b , Hamed Haddad Khodaparast c , Alexander D. Shaw c , Michael I. Friswell
Introduction
Nonlinearity exists in a wide range of engineering structures and plays a key role in complicated structural behaviours such as multi-value responses and input-dependent frequency response functions. In contrast to the well-established modal testing schemes [1] or updating procedures [2] for linear structures, there is no universal or standard approach to experimental test of nonlinear structures, despite considerable research efforts.
The localisation of nonlinear elements, which is the subject of this paper, is an important step in the identification framework of multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) nonlinear structures [3] [4] [5] [6] . It can be used to detect unexpected faults, such as nonlinear cracks or failures, or unexpected nonlinear boundary conditions that were originally assumed to be linear. Using the location of nonlinear elements to separate the underlying linear and nonlinear parts of a MDOF structure has already proved to be a useful and robust way to formulate a well-conditioned identification procedure, especially for practical engineering structures with many DOFs. The locations of nonlinear elements can also reveal clear physical insights into the system and provide the necessary information to add additional nonlinear elements when improving the Finite Element (FE) model. Finally, the localisation should confirm engineering experience of real structures and give confidence in the results, i.e. potential nonlinear locations should correspond to the existence of joints, bearings, contacts, nonlinear materials, etc.
Input-dependent frequency response functions, and the lack of conventional modal decoupling and modal superposition techniques, provide significant challenges and raise several questions about the localisation process of nonlinear elements. The first question is whether the types of the nonlinear elements should be known before the localisation begins. Early studies [7] [8] [9] assumed that the types of nonlinearity should be pre-known or pre-identified.
Candidate nonlinear forces (with some unknown variables) were applied to each DOF of the structure and the unknown variables were identified from the measured nonlinear responses; the DOFs with non-zero variables determine the 3 locations of the nonlinear elements. Kerschen et al. [3] recommended the localisation process as a second step after the detection of the nonlinearities, and thus no priori information of the nonlinearities should be assumed. Recently, Ewins et al. [4] placed 'characterisation of nonlinearity' ahead of 'location of nonlinearity' in their 'modal +' testing procedure, which naturally uses the type of nonlinearity as a priori information during the localisation process. In practice, it seems unlikely that the type of nonlinearity would be known, but the location would be known. One possibility is to build a library of every possible type of nonlinearity and use a brute-force method to explore every combination; this is very time consuming and risks numerical instability for structures with many DOFs.
Another question is whether all of the responses associated with the nonlinear elements have to be measured during the localisation process, which is equivalent to limiting the possible locations of the nonlinear elements to within the measured region. By using force identification methods [10, 11] , the DOFs associated with the nonlinear elements do not have to be measured. However, the measured frequency response function (FRF) matrix must be inverted to extract the nonlinear forces, and this inversion is sensitive to the measurement noise and modelling errors. For linear structures we can use the modal superposition techniques or the nonlinear perturbation of the linear receptance to avoid the inversion [12] ; however, this is not possible for nonlinear structures since superposition is no longer valid. A compromise is to assume that all of the DOFs associated with the nonlinear elements are included in the measured region [13] [14] [15] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . As such, the dynamic equation can be partitioned into the measured and unmeasured regions. Since no nonlinear forces are assumed in the unmeasured region, the unmeasured responses can be estimated by the expansion of the measured responses [13] [14] [15] . This restriction is a severe limitation for the localisation of nonlinear elements [3, 16] , since for practical applications the DOFs directly associated with the nonlinear element are unlikely to be fully measured when their locations are unknown.
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(a) (b) Fig. 1 . The region assumption of (a) the previous localisation procedure [13] [14] [15] and (b) the proposed localisation procedure.
The objective of this paper is to remove the restriction in the localisation procedure that requires full measurements of the DOFs associated with the nonlinearities, without using a priori information about the types of nonlinearities, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The localisation procedure starts with an initial linear FE model constructed for the underlying linear structure and updates it by the well-developed linear model updating technique [2] using data measured under a low amplitude excitation. Next, the reduced nonlinear forces are extracted by correlating the updated linear FE model to the data from the high amplitude stepped-sine excitation, and these forces are then compared with the linear constraint modes to determine the candidate DOFs included in the suspect region (possible location region for nonlinear elements), prior to finally localising the measured or unmeasured nonlinear elements and verifying the localisation results.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the proposed localisation procedure is introduced in detail. In Section 3, the localisation procedure is demonstrated and discussed using a twenty-DOF numerical example with two nonlinearities. An application of this procedure to localise a nonlinear mechanism of a clamped beam using experimental data is presented in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
Formulation
Consider the general form of the dynamic equation of a MDOF discrete system with multiple nonlinearities as
where M , C , K denote the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively.
x , x , x denote the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively. Vector   * f x,
x represents the nonlinear force and vector   t p is the external excitation force.
To proceed, we define the measured and unmeasured regions, according to the placement of the sensors, as In this paper, we propose two types of test for a nonlinear structure: 1) low amplitude test, which often uses random excitations or low amplitude swept-sine inputs to produce homogeneous FRFs, which are independent of the input levels. The responses measured from this test are called the responses of the underlying linear structure and the FE model updated using this data is called the underlying linear model; 2) high amplitude test that typically uses high level stepped-sine or swept-sine excitations where nonlinear distortions in the responses are often observed. The input forces applied to the structure are also measured. Also, we consider moderate damping for the nonlinear structure, and the structural response is assumed to be dominated by the primary harmonic term under high amplitude testing [6, 12, [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Before the localisation procedure is developed using the data from these two types of tests, the following major assumptions are made:
The number of modes of the underlying linear structure, in the frequency range of interest, is less than the number of sensors (often less than half of the number of the sensors), and typically far less than the total number of DOFs in the structure.
2) During structural vibration tests, the sensors are well placed and are able to accurately capture, in the frequency range of interest, the modal frequencies and modal shapes of the underlying linear structure.
3) An initial linear FE model of the underlying linear structure is available and its modelling errors after updating are small. The measurement noise is also small.
4) The effects of nonlinearities in the system can be captured by the responses taken from high amplitude tests.
The measured nonlinear responses, in the frequency range of interest, are sensitive to the adjustment of the nonlinear elements.
5) The number of independent nonlinear elements is less than the number of sensors.
The first two assumptions correspond to the basic requirements of sensor placement for a linear structural test and the third assumption shows that this procedure requires an updated linear model [2] . The fourth assumption ensures the structure is nonlinear and the measured responses contain enough information to localise the nonlinear elements. The final assumption then guarantees the robustness of the localisation procedure.
We now describe the details of the localisation procedure. The FRF data from a low amplitude excitation is used to update the underlying linear FE model using the well-established algorithms from the literature [2] , which will not be introduced in detail here. This low amplitude data will also be used to compare with the high amplitude response data and perform the data selection of the high amplitude data, which is described in Section 2.2. Using the selected data, the reduced nonlinear forces (RNFs) are extracted with the updated linear FE model. Its main process and features will be 7 introduced in Section 2.3. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 describe the preliminary location decision process and its verification criteria, respectively. The proposed localisation procedure is summarised by a flow chart, shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2.
Flow chart of the proposed localisation procedure.
Data selection
In order to improve the robustness of the localisation procedure, and to filter the measurement noise and modelling error, an important step is to select the data measured using the high amplitude input and to ensure that the selected frequency range of data is truly affected by the nonlinearities, as depicted in Fig. 2 [16] , where  denotes the Euclidean norm.
Force extraction
Having the selected data and the updated linear model using the mature theory [1, 2] , we now correlate these data to the updated linear model and extract the nonlinear forces (as shown in Fig. 2 ), instead of using the inversion of the transfer function matrix [10, 11] . First, let us partition the dynamic equations of Eq. (1)  . Therefore, the matrices of fixed interface modes and eigenvalues are
Note that the number of fixed interface modes, k , retained for further analysis should be sufficient to produce accurate underlying linear dynamics in the frequency range of interest.
In the Craig-Bampton reduction method, the matrix of constraint modes in Eq. (6) is obtained as 1 .
Having all the matrices in the reduction transformation matrix in Eq. (6), the Craig-Bampton reduction is created by substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), and pre-multiplying Eq. (5) by the transpose of the transformation matrix, which leads to
where kk I is the identity matrix and kk Λ is defined by Eq. (9). The reduced mass, damping and stiffness matrices are 
In this paper, the high amplitude test of the structure uses a harmonic force input, m p , and the structure is assumed to have moderate damping, such that the steady-state response is dominated by the primary harmonic term [6, 12, [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Now we apply the Fourier transform to Eq. (11) and balance the primary harmonic terms, yielding  denotes the forcing frequency, and j is the imaginary unit.
Defining the reduced nonlinear force,
then we have
From assumptions 1 and 2 in Section 2.1, sufficient sensors are chosen and are well placed to capture the underlying linear modes in the frequency range of interest. The responses of the fixed-interface modes, which are often observed at higher frequencies than the modes that affected by nonlinear elements, can thus be approximated by the expansion of measured responses, as
Therefore, from Eqs. (16) and (17), we approximately obtain the reduced nonlinear forces, as
Note that the approximation shown in Eq. (18) is reasonably accurate in the low frequency range, where the responses are highly affected by the nonlinearities [5] but totally different from the previous assumptions in the literature [13] [14] [15] 
Preliminary location decision
According to the definition given by Eq. (15), the reduced nonlinear force is a direct sum of the measured nonlinear force and the projection of unmeasured nonlinear force. It is calculated from measured high amplitude data through Eq. (18), but to localise the nonlinear elements, we need to separate the measured and unmeasured nonlinear forces from the reduced nonlinear force. Some additional approaches have to be developed:
1) As shown in Eq. (15), the unmeasured nonlinear force, 2) A nonlinear element connecting two DOFs will introduce a pair of nonlinear forces with opposite signs (phase difference locked to 180°) and the same amplitude.
3) Information from the actual structure can be included to narrow the suspect region, for example, possible locations may be identified for clearances, bearings, or joints, or the total number of nonlinear elements may be specified.
4)
If the reduced nonlinear forces are too complex to yield any valuable information, we can still use the brute-force method and consider every possible combination of the candidate DOFs. Thus the final location result can be decided by assuming the minimum number of DOFs that able to fit the reduced nonlinear forces.
Using these approaches, we can determine a range of candidate DOFs, named as suspect region in this paper. 
The error vector err J is defined as the residual of Eq. (22) 
The amplitudes and the phases of the nonlinear force can be further analysed and compared. For example, the inter-connected nonlinear elements can be further identified where the two forces have the same amplitudes but with a constant phase difference of 180°.
Verification
For a correct localisation of all the nonlinear elements, the equation error of Eq. (24) should be small and should satisfy * err reduced .
If the above criterion is not met, then the localisation results are incorrect or the suspect region is inadequate. As such, the suspect region should be redefined or divided into serval sub-regions and the localisation procedure restarted, as summarised in Fig. 2 . The localisation results are finally determined after meeting the verification criterion.
Numerical example
We now demonstrate the application of the localisation procedure to a twenty-DOF numerical example with two discrete nonlinear elements. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the system has a cubic stiffness spring connecting DOFs 6 and 17, and a grounded piecewise linear spring located at DOF 12. The system is excited at DOF 1 with a 20N stepped-sine force from 5Hz to 46Hz with a frequency resolution of 0.25 Hz in the high amplitude test; this frequency range covers the first six linear modes of the system, as summarised in Table 1 . The spatially incomplete measurement is simulated 14 by assuming that only ten DOFs (odd numbered DOFs) are measured. As such, the responses of DOFs 6 and 12 are not measured but they are actual locations of the nonlinear elements. Table 1 gives the first six natural frequencies and modal damping ratios of the underlying linear system. 
Direct time integration was used to obtain the responses of the system via a 4th order Runge-Kutta procedure in MATLAB. For each stepped-sine input scenario, a total of 500 cycles were computed with a time step that divides each excitation cycle into 1000 equal steps. The Fourier coefficients of the steady-state response and the input force at the excitation frequency were obtained by transforming the data of the last 250 cycles into the frequency domain. The first 250 cycles were discarded since they were computed just to ensure the transients have decayed.
Localisation results with no modelling error and noise free data
The localisation procedure was first performed with an accurate analytical model of the underlying linear system and noise free stepped-sine response data. The high reduced nonlinear forces at DOFs 5, 7, 11, 13 and 17 indicate potential nonlinear elements near these DOFs. To gain more insights, Fig. 5 depicts the magnitudes and phases of the reduced nonlinear force at DOF 5 and DOF 7. It can be seen that their phases are exactly the same, which indicates that these two reduced nonlinear forces are derived from a single unmeasured nonlinear force, according to the discussions in Section 2.4. A similar conclusion can be drawn by comparing the reduced nonlinear forces between DOFs 11 and 13, as shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the magnitudes of the reduced nonlinear forces at DOFs 11 and 13, in the frequency range from 32.25Hz to 37.75Hz shown in Fig. 6(a) , are too small to obtain the phases, thus they are discarded in Fig. 6(b) . . It is seen from Eq. (32) that only a nonlinear force at DOF 6 will project equally to both DOFs 5 and 7, and only a nonlinear force at DOF 12 will cause a pair of reduced nonlinear forces at DOFs 11 and 13 with the same amplitudes. Therefore, the measured DOFs 5, 7, 11 and 13 were removed from the suspect region and the unmeasured DOFs 6 and 12 were considered, as shown in Fig. 7 . 
which indicates a small residual when estimating the nonlinear forces using Eq. (25). Therefore, the final localisation result can be summarised as follows: one nonlinear element connecting DOFs 6 and 17; and one nonlinear element grounded at DOF 12. These conclusions correspond to the actual locations of the nonlinear elements.
Discussions
Here, the accuracy of the force approximation, Eq. (18), due to the spatially incomplete measurement is discussed first. Other effects, such as the modelling errors, the measurement noise and the structural damping levels, that are important to develop a robust localisation procedure will also be investigated.
Accuracy of the force approximation
The nonlinear forces, used as an index to localise the nonlinear elements, are separated from the reduced nonlinear forces, and the reduced nonlinear forces are calculated by approximations due to spatially incomplete measurement, as shown by Eq. (18) . The accuracy of this approximation in estimating the nonlinear forces, especially the unmeasured ones, is investigated for the numerical example by comparing the approximated forces to those obtained with full measurement [13] . Fig. 10 compares the nonlinear forces extracted at DOFs 6 and 12, where the cross points denote the approximated forces using ten measured responses (DOFs 6 and 12 are unmeasured) and the dotted points denote the actual nonlinear forces obtained with full measurement. It is seen that the approximation gives good estimates of the unmeasured nonlinear forces in the low frequency range. We do observe deviations at high frequencies, such as the nonlinear force above 40 Hz at DOF 6, which indicates that we should only use data from the low frequency range for the localisation procedure. This justifies our fourth assumption in Section 2.1, which confirms that the response data in the low frequency range contains enough information to localise the nonlinear elements.
In the following discussions, only odd numbered DOFs are assumed to be measured.
Effect of the modelling error
The localisation procedure uses a FE model, which inevitably includes modelling errors. In order to simulate their effects, the linear stiffness denoted by 21 k in Fig. 3 is increased by different percentages. Firstly, the data selection was not employed and the effect of modelling error was studied. The modelling error was represented by increasing the value of 21 k by 5%, 10% and 20%, respectively. The localisation results in Fig. 12 show that the discrete modelling error introduces nonlinear forces at measured DOF 19, since its real location, DOF 20, was not measured. The index of this nonlinear force also increases with the level of modelling error. Nevertheless, it is always an order less than those DOFs associated with nonlinear elements for the maximum modelling error level we considered here (20%). Secondly, the error in 21 k was fixed at 20%, and the effect of data selection was investigated for three different threshold values, s  =5e-5m, 1e-4m and 2e-4m. The results shown in Fig. 13 indicate that the nonlinear force corresponding to the modelling error can be suppressed by increasing the threshold value but the indices of actural nonlinear forces also decrease, since fewer measured points are selected. It is worth noting that the indices at DOF 19
are an order less than those at nonlinear DOFs, thus a good localisation result can be achieved. 
Effect of the measurement noise
Another inevitable factor during experimental tests is the measurement noise, which causes two kinds of error in the localisation procedure: 1) the measurement noise in the low amplitude test introduces modelling errors in the underlying linear model; 2) the measurement noise in the high amplitude test results in errors in the estimated reduced nonlinear forces and nonlinear forces. Since the modelling error in underlying linear model has already been discussed in Section 3.2.2, here we just focus on the effects of measurement noise in the responses of the high amplitude test.
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Consider the random noise matrix, noise V , as a set of independent and normally distributed vectors with zero mean and a standard deviation of noise P for the data in the high amplitude stepped-sine test. The responses are polluted by [16]         nomial nomial noise max abs .
Firstly, the data selection was not employed and the effects of different noise levels were compared. Fig. 14 shows the indices of nonlinear force when the standard deviation of measurement noise, noise P , was set to 0.5%, 1% and 2%. As seen that the indices in the linear region gradually increase with the noise level. However, even when the standard deviation reaches 2%, the indices at the linear DOFs are still far less than those at nonlinear DOFs, such that the locations of the nonlinear elements can be correctly identified at 2% noise level or below. It can be noted that in the high amplitude test, typically in the form of stepped-sine or swept-sine input, the system is excited at a single frequency such that the noise level in these tests would normally be less than 2%. Next, the measurement noise was kept at noise 2% P  , and the effect of the data selection was investigated for threshold, s  , chosen as 5e-5m, 2e-5m, and 2e-4 m. The results shown in Fig. 15 reveal that the data selection reduces the estimated nonlinear forces at every suspect DOF, but the indices at DOFs associated with the nonlinear elements are always much higher compared to those in the linear region. 
Effect of the system damping level
The damping level of the system also plays an important role in the localisation procedure. Here, we consider the system with 20% of the modelling error in 21 k , 2% random error in the measurement and a threshold of s  =2e-4m. The performance of proposed localisation procedure is examined for the system with different damping levels. To this end, the system damping level was reduced to 80% ( Damping levels 1, 2 and 3 correspond to 80%, 50% and 30% of the original damping level defined by Eq. (29).
Experimental example
In contrast to numerical systems with accurate underlying linear models containing simulated noise and errors, real life MDOF nonlinear structures face significant challenges during testing. For example, the nonlinear responses are more complicated, the noise may have non-zero mean, the idealisation modelling error cannot be identified, the rotational DOFs generally cannot be measured, and there are coupling effects between higher order harmonic responses and the shaker. In this section, an experimental study of the localisation procedure is presented based on a clamped beam with a nonlinear spring mechanism. The shaker is placed at 34cm from the free end. The nonlinear mechanism consists of two linear springs arranged orthogonal to the movement of the connecting point, detailed in Fig. 18 . Due to the unique geometrical relation of the two springs, the stiffness of this mechanism increases with the response and resulting in hardening effects [17] . In order to simulate a structure with an inaccessible nonlinear element, where the nonlinear mechanism exists in the unmeasured region, the measured data of the nonlinear mechanism ( 2 a ) was not used during the location process. However, the responses of the mechanism were still recorded, together with the response at the other four DOFs (at locations 1 a , 3 a , 4 a and 5 a ) to validate the results obtained with the proposed procedure by comparing with the mature localisation methods that require a direct measurement at the nonlinear mechanism. 
Random testing and linear model updating
According to the procedure given in Fig. 2 coherence.
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An FE model of the beam was created in MATLAB, in which the beam was discretised into 15 elements, since a refined model with 76 elements only shows a slight improvement (less than 0.004% differences for the modal frequencies). The accelerometers are modelled as 12g lumped masses and the force transducer is considered as a 30g lumped mass. The elastic modulus is chosen as 210 GPa , the beam width is 30 mm and the density is 7850 kg/m 3 . As shown in Fig. 20 , the flexibility at the root of the beam is considered and modelled by translational and rotational springs, with their stiffness coefficients to be updated. The thickness, the damping coefficients of the beam, the rotational stiffness of the stinger were also chosen to be updated in the linear updating process, as summarised in Table   2 . 
Stepped-sine test and force extraction
High amplitude stepped-sine input was then applied on the structure. The coupling of the nonlinear response, which contains high order harmonics, with the stiffness and mass of the shaker, was alleviated by an active control strategy to produce high quality sinusoidal force inputs. The input voltage for the shaker amplifier was obtained by
where P denotes the desired harmonic force coefficients, and   PV denotes the harmonic coefficients of the measured signal that actually excites the beam. When deviations are observed, feed forward control is activated based on the solution of Eq. (35); interested readers can refer to References [17] and [19] for more details. The control algorithm was programmed in LabVIEW real time programming module, and a cRIO-9024 embedded real-time controller was employed as the control hardware. Force and acceleration signals were recorded by NI9234 dynamic signal acquisition modules, and an NI9263 analog output module was used to generate the signals for the exciter.
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During the experiment, the fifth harmonic of the structure was not evident, and thus only the primary and third harmonic terms were chosen as control parameters. The primary harmonic term of the input was set to the required level and the third harmonic coefficient of the input was controlled to zero. The maximum relative magnitude error in solving Eq. (35) was set to 1%, and the settling tolerance was also chosen as 1% by evaluating the harmonic coefficients of the responses at 1 a (near to the tip).
The stepped-sine test in this example was performed with active control. The force level was controlled at 1N with a frequency step of 0.025Hz during the sweep. It was observed that the higher modes of the beam were less affected by the nonlinear mechanism, and thus responses within the frequency range from 10Hz to 13Hz, as shown in Fig. 21 , are utilised to localise the nonlinear element. Note that the lowest fixed interface modal frequency of the updated linear FE model (with four sensors) is 111.487Hz, which is significantly higher than the frequency range of the measured data. Jumps occur during both forward and backward sweeps, with evidence of hardening effects. Since the forward sweep has higher response amplitudes, and hence a large effect due to the nonlinear mechanism, the localisation procedure will use this data (forward sweep responses). In the data selection stage, we choose a threshold of 2 s 5m/ s =  and the response data from 10.1Hz to 11.025Hz are selected by Eq. (4). Fig. 22 shows the magnitudes and phases of the reduced nonlinear force in the measured region extracted from the measured data. As can be seen that the reduced nonlinear forces at 5 a are small and significantly affected by the noise; thus its phase is not plotted in Fig. 22 (b) . Also note that the phases of the reduced nonlinear forces at 4 a has a constant difference of 180° with respect to the reduced nonlinear forces at 1 a and 3 a , which indicates a potential nonlinear force in the unmeasured region. Fig. 23 compares the indices of reduced nonlinear forces in the measured region; the high values at 1 a , 3 a , and 4 a indicating that no direct information about the location of nonlinear elements can be found based on this plot. 
Preliminary location decision
Section 2.4 highlighted that if the relative phases of the RNFs in measured region are always 0° or 180°, they are actually projections of the same unmeasured nonlinear force. In this experiment, as shown in Fig. 22 Fig. 25 compares the index of the nonlinear forces extracted from the experimental data, and the nonlinear force at the unmeasured DOF 9 is evidently high compared to that at DOF 27. Thus the location of nonlinear element can be preliminary decided to be at DOF 9. 
Verification of the location results
The verification process is performed by checking Eq. 
which verifies the preliminary location results and shows that the reduced nonlinear forces at DOF 3 ( 1 a ), DOF 13 ( 3 a ), and DOF 19 ( 4 a ) are projections of the nonlinear force at the unmeasured DOF 9 ( 2 a ). Thus, we can conclude that the nonlinear element exists at DOF 9, which is its real location as shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 .
The nonlinear force at DOF 9 can also be obtained with the well-established methods [13] [14] [15] , which require the direct measurement of the DOF associated with the nonlinear element (DOF 9 at 2 a for this beam example) and assumes that the nonlinear elements only exist in the measured region. The magnitude of the FRF data at 2 a recorded during the experiment is shown in Fig. 26 . Fig. 27 shows the indices of the nonlinear forces in the measured region using responses from five DOFs (including DOF 9), in which the nonlinear forces at DOF 9 are clear, also indicating the real location of the nonlinear element. The nonlinear forces obtained when DOF 9 ( 2 a ) is measured (using the methods in Refs [13] [14] [15] ) and unmeasured (using the procedure proposed in this paper) are compared in Fig. 28 ; good agreement is achieved, which also validates the accuracy of nonlinear force extracted using the proposed method. . 28 . The magnitudes of nonlinear force at DOF 9 with/without directly measuring the response at DOF 9 ( 2 a ).
Conclusions
This paper presents a procedure for the localisation of nonlinear elements using a spatially incomplete set of measured data from the structural vibrations test. In this procedure, the Craig-Bampton reduction method is employed to reduce the dynamic equation onto the measured region and to project the nonlinear forces onto the measured DOFs.
It is shown that these reduced nonlinear forces are the sum of measured nonlinear forces and the projections of the unmeasured nonlinear forces by the transpose of constraint modes. By analysing and comparing the phases and magnitudes of the reduced nonlinear force obtained from experiments, we can obtain more information of the nonlinear elements and use this information to localise the forces. The localisation procedure uses a FE model of the underlying linear structure to avoid inversion of the measured FRF matrix, and thus increases the robustness of the procedure.
A twenty-DOF lumped mass system (only odd numbered DOFs are measured) was used to verify the localisation procedure, and to demonstrate the effects of simulated modelling error, measurement noise and system damping levels.
This procedure was also applied to experimental data from a clamped beam with a nonlinear mechanism to validate its ability to localise nonlinear elements using experimental data.
The current nonlinear localisation procedure needs an initial FE model and a linear model updating process, which may be challenging for very complex structures with many DOFs. Also, the nonlinear response is assumed to be dominated by its primary harmonic term, which requires moderate damping in the structure.
